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Using Statistical Experimental Design to Optimize GC Operation
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The University of North Dakota

Introduction
Statistical experimental design is useful to determine the optimum operating conditions of real processes

and has applications for quality control and improvement. A laboratory assignment has been developed which uses
a gas chromatography experiment to give quantitative results which the students use to apply statistical skills without
being impeded by complex equipment or experimental methods. The experiment has been used for several years
in the undergraduate chemical engineering laboratories at the University of North Dakota f’). In a classroom setting
typical “experimental results” can be analyzed without necessarily running the experiment. One of the unique
aspects of the experiment is that there is a trade-off between the two most significant variables, forcing students to
compromise in the selection of optimum conditions. Such compromises are typical in many real-world industrial
situations.

Data Analysis Techniques
The problem presented assumes that the students have been introduced to statistical experimental strategies

(or designs) and response surface analysis. Experimental designs such as the Central Composite design@3~  (based
on the 2“ factorial design) or the Box-Behnken desigff-4)  are used to collect data in a systematic way so that a
mathematical model to the response surface can be determined. The Box-Behnken design has the advantage over
the Central Composite Design in that fewer total experimental runs are needed and that the independent variables
or factors are varied between three equally spaced values. This design collects enough data so that a mathematical
model of the response surface can be determined.

A simple response surface model is the polynomial:

.f = bo + b]xl + bJz + b$j+ b,&$*  + b,~$, + b,JJ,+ b,, X; + b2J; + b3J; [1]
Where X,, &, and ~ are the independent variables (or factors) varied in the experiments a~d @ , b , etc. are
coefficients or effects determined by regression of the data. This simple polynomial model has been found to be
quite adequate for the majority of practical problems. The use of an experimental design assures that enough data
is collected to assess the statistical significance of each term in the model so that the “best” model of the data can
be determined. By “best” we mean the simplest model that adequately describes the response surface. The final
model (with only statistically significant effects) can then be used to draw whatever conclusions are warranted about
the system under investigation. We encourage the use of spreadsheets for this analysis since the use of statistical
packages often makes the analysis too “canned” and inhibits learning of all the steps involved.

Task Assignment
The students are asked to optimize the operating conditions of a GC so that the analysis of a two-component

liquid mixture can be performed in the minimum amount of time with the desired level of accuracy (resolution).
A problem that occasionally occurs in GC analyses is that of peak resolution. Due to similarities of the physical
properties of some substances, their GC peaks will overlap. This often leads to inaccurate or unusable results.
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Typical procedures to improve peak resolution include using a smaller sample size, operating the GC at a lower
temperature, “or using a lower carrier gas flow rate. The last two procedures also lead to longer times for analysis
since the sample will take a longer time to elute from the GC column.

-The output of the GC is processed with an integrator that gives the results of elution time, area under the
peak (A), and the area-to-height ratio (A/H) for each compound eluting from the GC. The A/His essentially the
width of the peak at half of its height and corresponds to the time that the bulk of the component is actually eluting
from the GC. (If you assume that the peak is approximated by a triangle, then the area is @ xH)/2, and A/His the
half width of the peak). One method to quantify the resolution of peaks is by calculating the following:

yl=(Time  between peaks)/(A/Hpc*,  +A/Hpc&2) [2]
Higher values of Y, indicate better resolution of the peaks. To ensure good resolution with no distortion of the peaks
due to overlap, Y, should have a value of at least 1.5. Optimal operating conditions will also include the shortest
operation time which gives an adequate value of Y,. The second function that the students optimize (minimize) is
the time for the last peak to pass through the GC, or

Yz = (Time for second peak) [3]
The students are told to use a Box-Behnken statistical design which gives all the information to fit the

response surface of three variables (factors) using only 15 experiments (which includes three replicates at the
average conditions) The three operating variables are the sample size, the GC oven temperature, and the carrier gas
flow rate. Each variable is set at three equally spaced levels. For the regression analysis the variables are coded
using

Xi=(Factor  Valuei - Center))(High Value-Center) [4]
so that the largest value of a variable is one and the lowest is negative one. There are several statistical reasons why
the variables should be coded, the major one being to minimize interdependency of the coefficients in the quadratic
equation. It also puts all factors on the same scale, so that the most important coefficient has the largest absolute
value.

Table 1 gives some actual experimental results for a Box-Behnken design. The variables are listed in coded
form and the two responses have been calculated from the A/H ratio and elution  times for each experiment. From
the experimental data
be determined.

Typically the

the optimum operating conditions (minimize Yz for conditions where Y, is at least 1.5) can

Solution
students analysis the data in Table 1 using a spreadsheet since they are familiar with it.

Multiple regression analyses are completed for both Y, and Yz to fit the general quadratic model (Equation 1) with
the coded independent variables . The multiple regression package of the spreadsheet gives all of the coefficients
of the quadratic model with their corresponding standard errors.

Next the best response surface model is found by eliminating arty nonsignificant terms. First, the t-statistic
for each coefficient is calculated by dividing the coefficient (determined from multiple regression) by its standard
deviation. If the t-statistic is less than the critical value from tables for 95% confidence (approximately 2), then the
term is not significantly different from zero and can be dropped. The left-handed columns of Table  2 give the
regression analysis for the Y, values given in Table 1. As shown, for this set of data, the coefficient JjI for the
interaction effect between variables Xz and X3 is not shown to be significantly different than zero (its t-statistic is
less than two). The data are then regressed again with a model  that eliminates the X~j interaction, and the results
are given in the right-hand columns of Table 2. In this case, all of the remaining coefficients are shown to be
statistically significant, and the response surface model is completed.

Finally, the response surface model is then plotted as contour plots using a graphical software package. In
this case, since Xl (sample size) had the least effect (as noted by the smallest coefficients), plots are made of the
responses versus Xz and Xj. Several plots of the response surface can be generated for both lj and lj. Figures 1
and 2 show two such plots generated for the data in Table 1. By overlaying the Y, and Yz contour plots (Figure 3),
., - - - - -
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the point can be found where Yz is minimized subject to the constraint that Y, is 1.5 or greater. It should be noticed
from-tTiFZ5ntour pi-ots that this experiment demonstrates vividly the compromises that must often be made in the
real world between various objectives. In this case, a compromise must be made between speed and accuracy
(resolution). Resolutions of more than 3 could be obtained, but the price is doubling or tripling of the analysis time.

Conclusion
This experiment, which was developed to reinforce the concepts of experimental design and statistical

analysis, has been successfully used in a laboratory situation. The experimental results can also be analyzed in a
classroom setting using the data. The multiple regression analysis and the determination of the best response
surface model by the elimination of all nonsignificant coefficients can be completed entirely using a statistical
software package. Another reason for its successful use is that the effects of the variables are not easily
predicted which is often the case in real-world industrial optimization problems. The results are interesting
since they predict a curvature in the response surface and the optimal operation conditions are not on one of the
boundaries or limits of operating conditions. The task of finding conditions that are a good compromise for two
responses is a very realistic situation.
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Figure 3. Contour plot of Y2 (Analysis Time) as a
function of X2 (Oven Temperature) and ~ (Gas Flow
Rate) at the average value of X, =1 (Sample Size) with
the resolution constraint (Y,) overlaid. This plot shows
the need to compromise needs to be made between
accuracy (resolution) and speed of analysis.
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